
Thank you for joining us at

P E T E R  T R I A N T O S
21 Avenue Rd at YORKVILLE OPENING



THANK YOU for attending the VIP Grand Opening of Peter Triantos Flagship Art Gallery
located at 21 Avenue Road in the heart of Yorkville! Our beloved city has been stagnant for
too long. We were beyond ecstatic to reinvigorate Canada's biggest metropolis with
something truly thrilling - Peter Triantos's ART!

As one of Canada's most talented and revered abstract artists, Peter Triantos has never
ceased to impress us with his glorious creations despite the challenging times. On the
contrary, he has even gotten much busier exerting himself for countless requested projects
and commissioned artworks. This new gallery is such a gift to our beloved friends who have
been supporting Peter's unparalleled talent throughout the years. Not only is the opening a
milestone for Peter's career, but a significant pivot to refine and elevate Canadian art.

We are delighted to surprise you with an exclusive offer for any art lover inquiring into the
artwork during our Opening Month. Now is the best time to acquire Peter Triantos's original
artwork as we celebrate our successful return to Yorkville. 

Our gallery hours at 21 Avenue Road are 10am - 7pm from Tuesday to Saturday, and 10am-
5pm Monday and Sunday. Right below, you're invited to indulge in Peter Triantos's
magnificent new pieces digitally and click the image for inquiry!

Thank you so much again for such a fantastic evening and for all the gorgeous flowers, cards
and gifts. We look forward to seeing you all again soon!

Dear Friends and Family,



 

YORKVILLE GRAND OPENING EVENT | 21 Avenue Rd







Highly intelligent, to no one’s surprise, might have been how most people would describe
apes. Their intelligence level has never failed to inspire artists, musicians and Hollywood
directors, etc. This time, our smart primal friends have been portrayed by Canada’s beloved
abstract artist in his most inimitable signature style. With primed ruby background
symbolising an ultimate sense of enthusiasm and positivity, diverse apes who were even
precisely named are to be appreciated on the canvas. Every expression was meticulously
drawn on account of Peter’s profound imagination: “Apes are so intelligent and their cognitive
connections with humans touched me!”

Unveiled for the very first time on the VIP Grand Opening Night of Peter Triantos’s flagship
gallery located  at 21 Avenue Rd, in the heart of Yorkville, this quirky series has immediately
captivated more than 700 audiences who were present and received numerous mixed-media
orders. What’s even more noteworthy is that this series marks how Peter’s innovative vision
has soon taken over the world of NFT! This series is a perfect amalgamation of ideas,
technologies and innovations. Inspired by nature, enhanced for the digital world, Peter’s
ambition to celebrate how NFT has changed the world of art is monumental! You are invited
to appreciate and purchase this series on OpenSea, world’s largest NFT marketplace.

ABOUT THE 'SERIOUS APE' SERIES

No matter whether you endeavour to
collect the original hand-embellished
piece perfected by subtle epoxy or
claim your ownership of its NFT
versions, this new series will
irrefutably redefine your new
perspectives of abstract art today! 

Zeus

2022

mixed media on canvas

24" x 24" (61 x 61 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


SERIOUS APE SERIES

Hugo, 2022

mixed media on canvas

24" x 24" (61 x 61 cm)

Serious Ape #4, 2022

mixed media on canvas

24" x 24" (61 x 61 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


SERIOUS APE SERIES

Momo, 2022

Limited Ed.

24" x 24" (61 x 61 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


SERIOUS APE SERIES

Serious Ape #2, 2022

mixed media on canvas

24" x 24" (61 x 61 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


Cirus

2022

mixed media on canvas

24" x 24" (61 x 61 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


 

SP² SERIES

SP² #179, 2020

acrylic on canvas

60” x 108” (152.4 x 274 cm) 

Unapologetically thrilling, the ‘Splash of Colour II’ series is meant to inspect how

emotions and hues are magnificently intertwined in Peter's world of imagination. His

dynamic use of intensely saturated colours creates vibrant and bold communication.

Any audience craving a free and modern lifestyle will be unwittingly in love with its

profound effect. This series is a glorious expression of movement, passion and energy.

The entirely complex composition of striking colours on the primed canvas is certain to

deliver an inimitably striking effects that one cannot find anywhere else!

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


SP² SERIES

SP² #166, 2019

acrylic on canvas

48" x 72" (122 x 183 cm)

The gaze! Right there! Is it ignited by desire or simply delivering a sense of

assurance? This rare painting is a free flowing hybrid of Peter's celebrated

'Splash of Colours II' and 'Abstract Portraits'. The sensuality manifested

through every hue in the piece is undeniably addictive! Who can resist that

kind of inviting thrill at home?

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM SERIES

Centaur, 2020

mixed media on canvas

60" x 48" (152.4 x 122 cm)

Renowned from Greek Mythology, centaurs remain a staple of modern

fantastic art. 'Fantasy' is what this piece manifests. With the

unconventional role selection of a red-haired female centaur

accompanied by an exciting Micky Mouse, this piece is a perfect

exemplar of amusement. 

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


NAPA VALLEY SERIES

Napa Valley #115, 2020

acrylic on canvas

60" x 96" (152.4 x 245 cm)

Nobody can resist how gloriously serene 'Napa Valley' is. Authorised as Peter's most

coveted series, 'Napa Valley' has irrefutably become a universe reimagined for any

individuals who crave a great sense of escapism. 

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


JELLY BEAN SERIES

Jelly Bean #86, 2020

acrylic on canvas

36” x 84” (91.4 x 213.4 cm)

Describing ‘Jelly Bean’ series as an international sensation is an understatement.

Having become Peter's ultimate signature series since the beginning of his career,

'Jelly Bean' series is a visual feast of positive energy and joy. Vibrant colours and bold

brushstrokes are married together to create lively compositions that are simple yet

sophisticated. The adorable colours create a cheerful atmosphere for ANY given

spaces providing a positive energy that is utterly alluring. 

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


WINTER PARADISE SERIES

Winter Paradise #29, 2022

acrylic on canvas

35" × 52" (89 x 132 cm)

Who said winter can only be filled with snow and black jackets? Peter 

 determinedly redefines how vibrant winter could be in the new series of

'Winter Paradise'. It is more than a wonderland of dreamy colours.

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


BLACK AND WHITE ABSTRACT SERIES

Black and White #98, 2019

acrylic on canvas

72" x 60" (183 x 152.4 cm)

Timeless

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


NAPA VALLEY SERIES

Napa Valley #63, 2019

acrylic on canvas

60" x 84" (152.4 x 213.4 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


CIRCLE SERIES

Circle #4, 2018

acrylic on canvas

72" x 72" (183 x 183 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


JELLY BEAN SERIES

Jelly Bean #80, 2022

mixed media on canvas

24" x 24" (61 x 61 cm)

There is no other small creature as freely splendid as butterfly! This new piece has

immediately captured everyone's attention upon its release this year. Not only is the piece

a huge delight, but it conveys so much glittering joy from within thanks to the perfect 'Jelly

Bean' signatures emblazoned on its wings!

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


NAPA VALLEY SERIES

Napa Valley #9, 2018

acrylic on canvas

72” x 108" (183 x 274 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


BLACK AND WHITE ABSTRACT SERIES

Black and White #14, 2018

acrylic on canvas

36" x 72" (91.4 x 183 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


NAPA VALLEY SERIES

Napa Valley #27, 2021

acrylic on canvas

60" x 72" (152.4 x 183 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


SPLASH OF COLOUR SERIES

Splash of Colour #28, 2017

oil on canvas

120" x 72" (305 x 183 cm)

Exhibited for the exclusive Après Noir events with Drake

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


SOFT SAND SERIES

Untitled #20, 2019

acrylic on canvas

48" x 72" (122 x 183 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


JELLY BEAN SERIES

Jelly Bean #109, 2020

acrylic on canvas

96" x 72" (244 x 183 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


SPLASH OF COLOUR SERIES

Splash of Colour #40, 2019

acrylic on canvas

120" x 57" (305 x 145 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


JELLY BEAN SERIES

The Jelly Bean Queen, 2022

mixed media on canvas

24 1/4” x 24 1/4” (62 x 62 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


STORM SERIES

Storm #14, 2021

acrylic on canvas

95” x 65” (241 x 165 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


JELLY BEAN SERIES

Jelly Bean #34, 2018

acrylic on canvas

84" x 48" (213.4 x 122 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM SERIES

Firrre Green, 2020

mixed media on canvas

79" 1/2 × 52" 3/4 (202 x 134 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


JELLY BEAN SERIES

Jelly Bean #111, 2020

acrylic on canvas

96" x 72" (244 x 183 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


SPLASH OF COLOUR SERIES

Splash of Colour #39, 2019

acrylic on canvas

120" x 50" (305 x 127 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


JELLY BEAN SERIES

Jelly Bean #111, 2020

acrylic on canvas

96" x 72" (244 x 183 cm)

mailto:connect@petertriantos.com


Peter Triantos Art Gallery has returned to the heart of Yorkville! We are
looking forward to launching major large scale NFT exhibitions, thrilling
events and featuring other great artists. Intriguing "Serious Apes Series"
NFTs are available on OpenSea and the rare collection is at our new
gallery!
Peter's ART coin is available for free, for a limited time, on the "UTU
One" app.

Simply SCAN this QR code
and use the code 
"Artcoin" to receive a free coin!

T O R O N T O ,  O N



CLOTHING BRAND
PHUNKX

 For lovers of design, art 

and urban culture! 

Get your fashionable, collectable

and wearable art.
 

NOW AVAILABLE

ONLINE HERE!

We are thrilled to share

Peter Triantos' striking, cool

T-Shirt line -

 

PHUNKX





1042 Bathurst St

Toronto ON

M5R 3G7

15 Brandon Ave

Toronto ON

M6H 2C8

21 Avenue Rd

Toronto ON

M5R 1A8

EMAIL                              

Seraphina Kim, Director:  seraphina.kim@petertriantos.com                                  

Andreea Felinar, Gallery Associate: andreea@petertriantos.com                          

Press and Media Inquiries: connect@petertriantos.com

282 Geary Avenue

Toronto, ON 

M6H 2C5 


